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Abstract— This paper presents a novel crop detection system
applied to the challenging task of field sweet pepper (capsicum)
detection. The field-grown sweet pepper crop presents several
challenges for robotic systems such as the high degree of
occlusion and the fact that the crop can have a similar
colour to the background (green on green). To overcome these
issues, we propose a two-stage system that performs per-pixel
segmentation followed by region detection. The output of the
segmentation is used to search for highly probable regions and
declares these to be sweet pepper. We propose the novel use of
the local binary pattern (LBP) to perform crop segmentation.
This feature improves the accuracy of crop segmentation from
an AUC of 0.10, for previously proposed features, to 0.56. Using
the LBP feature as the basis for our two-stage algorithm, we are
able to detect 69.2% of field grown sweet peppers in three sites.
This is an impressive result given that the average detection
accuracy of people viewing the same colour imagery is 66.8%.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Current crop harvesting in horticulture crops is labor intensive, time-consuming, and not scalable under the increasing
demands of food productivity. One way to tackle this problem is the deployment of farm robotics. To make robotic crop
harvesting a reality, three key challenges have to be solved:
automatic crop detection, automatic crop localisation, and
automatic crop manipulation.
1) Accurate crop detection is essential to be able to detect
the presence of a crop. This problem remains unsolved
due to challenging conditions such as illumination
variation and high levels of occlusion.
2) Crop localisation provides the exact location and orientation of a crop so that the best position for manipulation can be determined.
3) Crop manipulation and picking consists of being able
to detach the crop without harming either the crop or
plant.
In this paper, we address the first challenge of crop detection
in a typical sweet pepper (capsicum) farm environment.
Sweet pepper is chosen as it presents a range of challenges
including varying crop colour (red and green for our experiments) as well as high levels of occlusion, as can be seen
in Figure 1. Furthermore, as the crop is picked even when
green (the same colour as the background) differentiating the
crop and background (leaves) is extremely challenging.
We propose a crop detection system that relies on accurate
pixel-level crop segmentation; the segmentation approach
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Fig. 1. An image of field grown sweet peppers highlighting the high level
of occlusion and its similarity to the background. Left is a colour image.
Right is the ground truth where sweet pepper are highlighted in white.

was initially presented in [1]. Inspired by Hung et al. [2],
crop segmentation is performed using a conditional random
field (CRF) and visual texture features. We propose the
novel use of local binary pattern (LBP) features for crop
segmentation and empirical evaluations show that this feature
leads to impressive performance improvements, outperforming previous state-of-the-art features. Finally, our detection
system uses the probability map from crop segmentation to
search for highly probable regions and declares these as a
detected crop. This provides robustness to occlusion by not
assuming a particular shape on the visible crop.
Developing this novel system leads to two major contributions:
•

•

Develop a crop detection system which finds 69.2%
of a highly occluded crop (sweet pepper). We show
empirically that this is similar to the performance of
humans who have an average accuracy of 66.8%.
Propose the novel use of local binary patterns (LBPs)
for crop segmentation which considerably outperforms
previously proposed features.

As the crop is picked even when green (the same colour
as the background) differentiating the crop and background
(leaves) is extremely challenging (see the demonstration
video1 ). In addition, we propose a novel evaluation metric
based on a Bayesian framework that allows us to describe
the uncertainty. We use this, and other standard metrics, to
perform extensive evaluations using data collected from three
commercial sites acquired during day and night. This dataset,
along with the protocols and annotated ground truth imagery,
is distributed to encourage further research in the area1 .
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section II reviews prior work in horticultural crop segmentation
and detection. Section III describes pixel- and region-level
segmentation methods. Dataset acquisition and evaluation
metrics are presented in the section IV. Section V describes
experimental results and analysis for the proposed methods.
Conclusions are drawn in section VI.
1 The

dataset and demonstration video is available at: goo.gl/T6djo0

II. R ELATED W ORK /BACKGROUND
Robotic crop harvesting and the methods for segmenting and detecting crops have been explored by several
researchers [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [2] and an overview of
the field was provided in [8]. The grape detector of Nuske
et al. [3], [4], initially presented in 2011, was one of the
earliest crop detection systems. They detected grapes in an
image based on a radial symmetry transform and then used
this information to perform accurate yield estimation. A
limitation of their system was that they could not detect
partially occluded grapes (crops). However, as they were
performing yield estimation and not accurate crop detection
they were able to cope with this limitation.
Wang et al. [6] examined the problem of apple detection
so that they could perform yield prediction. They developed
a system that detected apples based on their colour and
distinctive specaular reflection pattern. Further information,
such as the the average size of apples, was used to either
remove erroneous detections or to split regions that could
contain multiple apples. Another heuristic employed was to
accept as detections only those regions which were mostly
round.
In 2013, Bac et al. [7] proposed a segmentation approach
for sweet peppers and Hung et al. [2] proposed the use
of conditional random fields for almond segmentation. Bac
et al. aimed to develop a robotic harvesting system and
so proposed a C = 5 class segmentation approach in
order to build an accurate obstacle map. They used a six
band multi-spectral camera (with bandwidths of between 4060 nm2 ) and used a range of features including the raw
multi-spectral data, normalized difference indeces, as well
as entropy based texture features. Experiments in a highly
controlled glasshouse environment showed that this approach
produced reasonably accurate segmentation results, however,
the authors noted that it was not accurate enought to build a
reliable obstacle map.
Hung et al. developed an almond segmentation approach in
order to perform yield estimation. They proposed a C = 5
class segmentation approach which learnt features using a
sparse auto-encoder (SAE). These features were then used
within a CRF framework and was shown to outperform
previous work. They achieved impressive segmentation performance, but did not perform object detection. Furthermore,
they noted that occlusion presented a major challenge.
More recently, Yamamoto et al. [5] performed tomato
detection by first performing C = 4 class segmentation.
Colour and shape features were used to train a classifier
and regression trees (CART) classifier. This produced a
segmentation map and grouped connected pixels into regions.
Each region was declared to be a detection and to reduce
the number of false alarms they trained a non-fruit classifier
using a random forest.
An issue with all of the prior work is the inability to
perform accurate crop detection in challenging conditions.
2 The
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Several approaches have addressed only the crop segmentation task [7], [2] and not detection. Most of the work that has
examined crop detection has predominantly been developed
for yield estimation [3], [6] and so accurate detection was
not necessary. The limited work that has examined accurate
crop detection has done so for crops in controlled glasshouse
environments [5]. As such the issue of crop detection in
highly challenging conditions remains unsolved.
III. P ROPOSED A PPROACH
We propose a two-stage crop detection system that provides robustness to occlusion. First, pixel-level segmentation
produces a probability map that a pixel belongs to the crop
(sweet pepper). This per-pixel segmentation is robust to
occlusion as it makes decisions for each pixel based only
on a small region of the image; also unlike prior work [6]
it does not include an explicit shape feature. Second, highly
probable regions in the probability map are declared as being
a detected crop. An example of these two stages is given in
Figure 2.
A. Pixel-Level Segmentation
Inspired by Hung et al. [2], we perform crop segmentation
using a CRF and visual texture features. We cast the problem
as a C = 2 class segmentation of crop and not crop. This
allows us to produce a probability map M (x, y), similar to
the one in Figure 2, that the crop occupies a particular pixel.
This approach has the advantage of providing robustness
against occlusion (since features are only taken from a
small region) as well as minimising the amount of laborious
annotation (as only the crop class needs to be annotated).
In contrast to Hung et al., we not only learn visual texture
features but also explore the use of features which are robust
to illumination. The three features considered are the SAE
feature, similar to the one used by Hung et al., local binary
patterns (LBPs) [9] and a histogram of gradients (HoG) [10].
We consider HoG and LBP features as they have been
successfully used for other computer vision tasks such as
object detection [10] and texture recognition [9]. While SAE
features have previously been used for crop segmentation [2].
1) Sparse Auto-Encoder (SAE) Feature: An autoencoder [11] is an unsupervised feature learning approach
based on neural networks. The objective is learn a Ddimensional representation which can well represent the
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Fig. 3. An overview of local binary patterns are encoded. Using P = 8
sampling points on the circle of radius R the local binary pattern values are
evaluated and represented as a binary string. This binary string can then be
converted to an integer value.

input data x of dimension Dx , where D  Dx . This is
achieved by learning a symmetric neural network which,
in the first instance, progressively reduces the number of
neurons until the middle layer conists of D neurons; this
projects the input into a non-linear low-dimensional space.
Layers after this middle layer then increase in size until it
is the same size of the input data; this backprojects the lowdimensional representation. Thus, the objective is that the
output of the network y matches the input of the network x.
This allows it to be trained in an unsupervised manner.
2) Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HoG): The HoG
descriptor has been widely used for object detection [10].
The fundamental idea of the HoG feature is that an object
can be described by the distribution of local gradients. These
features are obtained by first, dividing an input image into
patches (cells) of size Bc × Bc pixels. For each cell, a
histogram of edge orientations are calculated and accumulated. Second, contrast-normalisation is performed in order to
cope with illumination changes. A sampling block is then
applied over the image region, in an overlapping manner, to
accumulate the histograms from Bb × Bb cells3 .
3) Local Binary Pattern (LBP) feature: The local binary
pattern is a simple and powerful feature that has shown
impressive performance for several computer vision tasks
including image, video, face and texture recognition [12],
[9], [13]. It is both computationally efficient and robust to
illumination variations as it is computed by performing a set
of pixel comparisons, illustrated in Figure 3. The pixel of
interest (central pixel) Pc is compared to the P surrounding
pixels of radius R resulting in a code given by,

Fig. 4. Left is the probability map M (x, y, σ) indicating which pixels,
for the image on the right, is most likely to be a sweet pepper. Circles in
both images are the detected sweet peppers using the LoG region detector.

provided they are of sufficiently high probability they will
be grouped together. This means that it retains some of the
robustness to occlusion from the previous step, which is one
of our aims.
The multi-scale LoG blob detector searches the probability
map M (x, y) by applying a Gaussian kernel G(x, y, σn ) over
the image. The size of the Gaussian kernel is dictated by σn
and by using N values it becomes a multi-scale approach.
When the n-th Gaussian kernel is applied to the image a
particular response L(x, y, σn ) is produced. These responses
are collated to form L(x, y, σ1,...,N ) and we can compute
the Laplacian of this ∇2 L(x, y, σ1,...,N ). Regions are then
found by finding the local maxima of ∇2 L(x, y, σ1,...,N ).
There are four key parameters; σmin and σmax are the
minimum and the maximum scale value for the Gaussian
kernel, N is the total number of scales, and τr is the
threshold for region detection. Local maxima smaller than τr
are discarded. Given ground truth images of sweet pepper,
we empirically choose these values.
Using this approach we produce sweet pepper detection
results such as those presented in Figure 4.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL DATA AND P ROTOCOLS
We evaluate our crop detection system on sweet pepper
grown on two farms. Sweet pepper presents several challenges including varying crop colour (red and green for the
farms chosen) in addition to high levels of occlusion. An
example of this is provided in Figure 5.
A. Data Acquisition

is a thresholding function.

To acquire the data we used an acquisition system that was
able to mount a single row of sweet pepper plants, shown
in Figure 6. A multi-spectral camera, the JAI AD-130GE,
was used to acquire imagery and a Novatel GPS was used
to record accurate GPS data; the GPS data was not used in
this work. To minimise the effect of illumination variation, a
canopy was placed around the cart and a set of LED (visible
and NIR) lights was mounted behind the camera. An example
of the multi-spectral imagery acquired is given in Figure 5.

B. Crop detection

B. Datasets and Evaluation Protocols

To detect crop regions we use a Laplacian of Gaussian
(LoG) multi-scale blob detector [14] on the probability map
M (x, y) generated from the previous step. The advantage
of this approach is that groups surrounding pixels together

In total, we acquired three datasets of field grown sweet
peppers. The datasets are referred to as G1, G2, and S1.
The prefix, G or S, refers to a particular farm and the
number refers to the acquisition number. Two sets of data
were acquired from one farm (G) with a delay of 4 months
between acquisition, also, the data was acquired from a new

LBPP,R =

P
−1
X

h (Pc , Pp ) 2p ,

(1)

p=0

where Pp is the value of the p-th pixel and

1
if y ≥ x
h (x, y) =
0
if y < x
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common values are Bc = 8, Bb = 2 with an overlap of 50%.

(2)

JAI camera
Fig. 5. Example of NIR (left) and visible (right) spectrum image. Sweet
pepper provide a clear response in the NIR spectral range while the visible
spectral range provides useful information such as colour.

set of sweet peppers which were grown in a new area of the
farm.
Each dataset consists of acquisition during the afternoon
(day) and the evening (night). This was done so that we
could investigate the impact of illumination on system performance. Even though a canopy was used to reduce the
impact of daylight illumination, there was still a considerable
amount of light that filtered through. For this reason we refer
to the day data as semi-controlled illumination and the night
data as controlled illumination.
A subset of 103 images was manually annotated to highlight where sweet pepper are visible and used to evaluate
our systems. A summary of the number of images is given
in Table I.
TABLE I
N UMBER OF ANNOTATED IMAGES FOR EACH DATASET.

G1
S1
G2

Day/Night
Day
Night
Day
Night
Day
Night

Train
4
7
3
6
9
9

Valid.
4
7
3
6
6
6

Test
3
6
3
6
9
6

Num. Images
11
20
9
18
24
21

To evaluate our systems we divided the annotated data into
training, validation and test sets. The training set was used
to train the models such as the CRF and auto-encoder. The
validation set was used to choose the optimal system as well
its parameters and a threshold τ which was then applied to
the test set. The test set was then used to present the final
performance of the system, neither the parameters nor the
threshold τ were tuned on this set. Using these three splits
allows us to separate the optimisation of system parameters
from the final evaluation of system performance. This differs
to much of the previous work which optimised their system,
parameters and thresholds on their test set and not on a
separate validation set.
C. Performance Measures
The performance of our systems are presented using standard measures as well as a novel probabilistic approach. We
provide a probabilistic approach to interpret the results as this
allows us to describe our uncertainty about the performance
of the system. Below, we first describe the standard measure
that we use to evaluate the performance of our system and
then present our novel probabilistic approach.
1) Evaluation of Segmentation - per pixel: To evaluate
the performance of segmentation we use the area under the

Video cart

Novatel RTK GPS
Sweet pepper farm at Gatton

Fig. 6.

QUT video cart developed for sweet pepper data collection [15].

curve (AUC) of the precision-recall curve. Precision (P) and
recall (R) are given by,
P =

Tp
,
Tp + Fp

R=

Tp
,
Tp + Fn

(3)

where Tp is the number of true positives (correct detections),
Fp is the number of false positives (false alarms), and Fn is
the number of false negatives (mis-detections).
2) Evaluation of Crop Detection: We evaluate the performance of the detection system using the detection rate (DR)
and the average false positive rate per image (aFPI). These
are then plotted for varying thresholds as an ROC curve. The
DR and aFPI are given by
DR =

Tp
,
NT

aF P I =

Fp
,
NI

(4)

where Tp is the number of true positives, NT is the total
number of crop (sweet pepper) regions, Fp is the number of
false positives, and NI is the number of images in the set.
These measures are used for detection, rather than precision
recall, as they can be directly related to a physical quantity
(the number of crop detected).
D. Predictive Probability of Successful Detection
Although measures such as the the area under the
precision-recall curve and detection rate provide a figure
of merit, the difference between scores is hard to interpret
if we would like to compare algorithms. In addition, there
is no characterisation of uncertainty of the results. Hence,
we propose a characterisation of performance based on
probability theory, which we take as a description of our
uncertainty about a hypothesis related to the performance of
the algorithms. Understanding this uncertainty is a key aspect
for the process of choosing a particular algorithm and also for
making decisions given the uncertainty about its performance
or reliability. We summarise our approach for the problem

of detection, but this is equally applicable to the C = 2 class
segmentation problem.
The detection problem considers the presence, or lack
thereof, of a target object (sweet pepper) in an image. We
can consider two propositions (which can either be true or
false):
O = {Target capscium is present in the image};
A = {Algorithm accuses the presence of the sweet pepper}.
We then define the hypothesis or proposition of interest:
H = (A|O),

(5)

which states that the detection and classification algorithm
provides the correct detection given that the sweet pepper
is in the image. In relation to standard terminology, the
proposition H is associated with a true positive (correct
detection).
We propose as a metric of performance the predictive
probability that H is true conditional on all evidence at hand;
namely P (H|D, B), where D is a proposition related to the
data we use to test the algorithm and B is a proposition that
summarises the background information.
In [16], we provide details on how P (H|D, B) can be
computed as a predicted probability using a Bayesian framework. We consider the data D as a sequence of Bernoulli
trials, in which the algorithm either succeeds of fails with R
number of successes over N trials. This gives the likelihood
model p(D|θ, B) = θR (1 − θ)N −R , where 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1
is a parameter. From Bayes Theorem we can compute the
posterior distribution p(θ|D, B).
If we adopt as a measure of performance, the predictive
probability of success in the next trial, then the sought
predicted probability–obtained by marginalisation–is the posterior mean [16]:
Z 1
θ p(θ|D, B) dθ.
(6)
P (H|D, B) =
0

If these calculations are made based on a uniform
prior p(θ|B) (motivated by maximum entropy), then
P (H|D, B) = (R + 1)/(N + 2), where for the detection
example N = NT and R = Tp . Hence, we call P (H|D, B)
the Predictive Probability of Successful Detection. The proposed metric provides a novel way of assessing performance
whilst capturing uncertainty.
We note the other priors can be used if we have access
of further information about the algorithms being tested. We
also note that the similar analysis can be conducted for misdetection by a re-definition of the propositions A and O
above. See [16] for details.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Three sets of experiments are performed to evaluate the
effectiveness of our proposed detection system. The first set
of experiments analyses the segmentation performance along

TABLE II
S EGMENTATION PERFORMANCE IN TERMS OF AUC.H IGHLIGHTED IN
BOLD IS THE BEST PERFORMING SYSTEM .

Combined+Colour
Combined
LBP
Baseline (SAE)
HoG

Day (Semi-Controlled)
Valid.
Test
0.62
0.58
0.57
0.53
0.57
0.51
0.08
0.11
0.03
0.05

Night (Controlled)
Valid.
Test
0.70
0.68
0.64
0.60
0.61
0.56
0.21
0.10
0.16
0.15

with the impact of capturing data in controlled and semicontrolled illumination conditions; as mentioned in Section IV-B we refer to the day data as the semi-controlled illumination and the night data as controlled illumination. The
second set of experiments analyses the detection performance
and an example video of our proposed system detecting
capsicum along 290 m of a commercial sweet pepper farm is
available1 . The third set of experiments examines the issue of
occlusion. For all of our experiments we use an open source
CRF implementation [17].
For comparison, we use auto-encoder features similar to
those used by Hung et al. [2], however, when using these
features we use just the NIR imagery4 . This is because we
incorporated colour as a separate feature using the HSV
colour space for each pixel. It was not possible to compare
to the prior work on sweet pepper segmentation conducted
by Bac et al. [7] due to their use of a specialised six band
multi-spectral camera.
A. Experiment I: sweet pepper segmentation (day and night)
In this experiment we analyse the effectiveness of three
visual texture features along with the impact of using data
captured during either the day or night. The visual features
are extracted from NIR imagery, which is more consistent
than the colour imagery, and we present the results in
Table II.
Results in Table II show that the LBP is a robust and
effective feature to use for crop segmentation. It provides
considerably higher accuracy and precision than the Baseline
(SAE) and HoG features with an AUC of 0.56 compared to
0.10 and 0.15 for the Baseline and HoG features respectively.
However, despite the performance difference between these
features combining them leads to further improvements.
The combination of all of the visual features (Combine)
provides a relative performance improvement, for the AUC,
of 7%. Incorporating colour as a feature, using the HSV
colour space, provides further improvements with an AUC
of 0.68. This is a relative improvement of 21% compared
to using just the LBP feature and highlights the importance
of using a variety of features to cope with this challenging
problem.
Finally, it can be seen that using the night data (controlled
illumination) always leads to improved performance. For
example, using night data provides a relative improvement
4 It was not possible to compare directly to the system of Hung et al. [2]
as they did not provide their parameters.

Fig. 8. An overview of the testing environment. The camera on the arm
is moved across a set trajectory to capture images of the sweet pepper with
varying levels of occlusion.

Fig. 7. Three example images from the test set. The top row shows colour
image with identified regions superimposed in purple. The middle row shows
segmentation results with identified regions superimposed in blue and the
bottom row shows ground truth with identified regions superimposed in
blue.
TABLE III
TABLE OF DETECTION PERFORMANCE IN TERMS OF DETECTION RATE
(DR), PREDICTIVE PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFUL DETECTION (PPSD),
AND AVERAGE FALSE ALARMS PER IMAGE ( A FAI).

Validation set
Test set

DR
75.8%
69.2%

PPSD
0.75
0.69

aFAI
1.2
2.1

of 10% when using the LBP and 13% for the Combined
system. An even larger relative improvement is obtained
for the system that uses colour information with a relative
improvement in AUC of 17%. We attribute this improvement
in performance to being able to better control the illumination. As such, we recommend where possible to acquire
imagery during night as this has a considerable impact upon
performance.
B. Experiment II: crop (sweet pepper) detection
In this experiment we analyse the performance of our
proposed crop (sweet pepper) detection system. Based on
experiments on the validation set we found the optimal parameters for detection. These parameters include the threshold τ for probable regions, size of the multi-scale Laplacian
of Gaussians and also an appropriate minimum size of the
crop to detect5 .
The results in Table III show that our system has a DR of
69.2% and PPSD of 0.69 for field grown sweet peppers.
Examples of the detection results, on the test set, which
highlight the difficulty of the problem are given in Figure 7
and a video of results over more of the test data is also
available1
To put the performance of our system in perspective, we
compare its performance against that of an untrained person
who viewed the colour imagery. The participants are referred
to as untrained as they are not trained sweet pepper pickers,
they were asked to click on any area in the image which
corresponded to a sweet pepper and were given one minute
5 On the validation set we found that an area of 100 pixels was appropriate
and this corresponds to just 0.2% of the entire image area.

to detect all of the sweet pepper in a single image. In total
there were seven participants.
The results in Table IV show the average, best, and worst
performance of the participants. In terms of the DR and
PPSD, the performance of our algorithm is comparable to
that of the participants—better than the worst participant but
below the best participant. This demonstrates that our proposed system provides a highly competitive, and automatic,
method to detect field grown sweet pepper.
An issue with our system is that it does result in a number
of false alarms. Our proposed system has an aFAI of 2.1,
which is higher than for the participants who had an average
aFAI of 1.2. We believe that the number of false alarms
produced by our system could be reduced if we exploit
temporal information or use multiple images of the same
area before declaring a region as belonging to the crop (sweet
pepper).
TABLE IV
P ERFORMANCE OF HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ON THE TEST SET.
Average participant performance
Most accurate participant
Least accurate participant

DR
66.8%
76.5%
60.7%

PPSD
0.76
0.61

aFAI
1.2
1.3
1.2

C. Experiment III: A study of correlation between occlusions
and detection performance
To examine the robustness of our system to varying levels
of occlusion we performed a set of controlled experiments
where the camera was mounted on a robotic arm (UR5);
the same camera and illumination setup was used.The arm
moved along a preset trajectory so that different views of
the sweet pepper (attached to the plant) were obtained, this
provided us with varying levels of occlusion due to changes
in view point. An overview of the experimental setup is given
in Figure 8.
Using the above experimental setup, we acquired images
for a red and green sweet pepper with varying levels of
occlusion. In total 197 images were acquired for each sweet
pepper. This data was then manually annotated so that we
could calculate the percentage of occlusion
OCk,i = (1 − Ok,i /Ok ) × 100%,

(7)

where Ok,i is the number of pixels visible for the i-th image
of the k-th crop and Ok is the total number of pixels that

features. The novel use of LBP features for crop segmentation provides considerable improvements over SAE features,
similar to those proposed by Hung et al., and also HoG
features. Furthermore, the combination of visual features
leads to further improvements leading to a crop segmentation
system with an AUC of 0.68 in challenging conditions.
Future work will consider ways to incorporate temporal information to improve the detection rate and reduce
the number of false alarms. Finally, work should examine
methods to learn appropriate features using deep learning
techniques.
R EFERENCES
Fig. 9. Example imagery captured for the red (top row) and green (bottom
row) sweet peppers. The red sweet pepper has 36% of its visible area
occluded while the green sweet pepper has 83% occluded.
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Fig. 10. Occlusion level versus detection rate for two feature combinations.
The performance of our system that uses All features (Combined+Colour)
is given in (a) and a system using only the LBP features can be seen in (b).

could be visible for the k-th crop. The reference value Ok
was estimated manually based on viewing the entire footage.
Using our pre-trained model, from the previous sections,
we evaluated the detection rate with varying levels of occlusion. The results in Figure 10(a) show that, irrespective
of colour, our system can detect all instances where the
crop is occluded by 20% or less. For greater levels of
occlusion detection performance for green sweet pepper
drops considerably, with the system being unable to find
sweet pepper with 60% or more occlusion. However, our
system is able to detect all instances of red sweet peppers6 .
We perform the same analysis with a system using only the
LBP features. It can be seen in Figure 10(b) that when there
is 20% or less occlusion a system using just LBP features can
detect all instances of sweet pepper. However, the detection
rate degrades considerably once higher levels of occlusion
are encountered and is much lower than the combined system
(Combined+Colour). This suggests that the proposed multifeature approach provides a level of robustness to occlusion.
VI. S UMMARY AND F UTURE W ORK
We present a novel sweet pepper (capsicum) vision-based
detection system which can find 69.2% of sweet peppers
in real-world farms. This is an impressive result given
that humans have similar performance on the same colour
imagery, on average they detect 66.8% of sweet peppers.
In developing this system, we propose a novel crop
segmentation system that outperforms previously proposed
6 The

maximum occlusion for red sweet pepper was approximately 40%.
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